Reimagine Your Fuel Logistics

PDI Logistics Cloud

The comprehensive solution for our international clients

PDI’s cloud-based fuel logistics solution for international markets delivers significant supply chain optimization. Suitable for a multitude of products such as mineral oil, aviation fuel, bitumen, lubricants, LPG and industrial gases, PDI Logistics Cloud addresses the needs of retailers, wholesalers and haulers alike. Its future-proof technology is complemented with over three decades of industry experience.

Secure, Cloud-Based Platform

Dynamic Planning & Dispatch

Real-Time Visibility & Transparency

Made for the Industry

Why PDI Logistics Cloud?

Developed in collaboration with leading industry experts, PDI Logistics Cloud addresses the complex business requirements of today’s fuel supply chain to enable real-time, data-driven, dynamic decision making and increased operational insight.
Key Benefits at a Glance

- Real-time visibility into every aspect of your operations for increased transparency and compliance throughout your organization
- Deep understanding of operational requirements, comprehensive feature set, and robust forecasting and optimization algorithms
- Suitable for multiple business setups and adjustable to your needs with a high degree of automation

PDI Logistics Cloud Key Features

- Inventory and order management (VMI and non-VMI) to prevent retains and runout and reduce idle capital.
- Quantity and load optimization to reduce mileage and ensure compliance.
- Sophisticated compartment allocation to maximize payload usage and keep axle and pin weight within legal constraints.
- Fleet location tracking and status updates in real time for maximum transparency.
- Map overlay that is frequently updated and provides live traffic information and traffic predictions to increase customer satisfaction with well-timed deliveries.
- Fully integrated in-truck solution for real-time communication and paperless execution.
- Vendor and carrier management to simplify data access and invoicing.
- Automated inventory reconciliation at truck and compartment level to minimize errors and the need for intervention.
- Customizable alerts by exception for increased automation and control.
- Seamless integration to third-party systems, including numerous ERP integrations, to move data with speed and accuracy.

Drive efficiency. Drive profits. Drive your business.